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Rodeo; ware fair
in.eluded in plans
for Bi-Centi-al Days

(:WSC, Ellensburg, WA: April 29, 1976: Vol. 49, No. 21

coffee, ·hot chocolate and doughThings will be jumping on
n,u ts preparatory to boardin_g NaCentral's campus and throughout
tional Guard trucks for the trip to
the community for the four BiCentral Days of early May when a
the river.
series of spring-oriented activities
The all-day river cleanup--are staged.
unique in the state in its citizen
Hig~lighting the observance will
involvement--will include the colBesides the frequently played
Mrs. Robinson on the keyboard. be the seventh annual Yakima
lection of a year's debris from
Star Spangled Banner? and ~
Wise said the patriotic songs River Cleanup project and a big along the river banks in the
"aren't being played as a bicenten- intercollegiate rodeo.
merica the -Beautiful, several collEllensburg area. A free lunch
egiate tunes are available. These
nial gimmick." He said the colBeginning Thursday, May 6,
featuring the "King Dog", which is
include The Notre Dame Fight legiate songs will be heard soon. "I with an open house at the SUB,
to be served in Seattle's new
Song, On Wisconsin, and The suspect we'll change them every the program will continue through
Kingdome, will be furnished by
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. Several month," he said.
Sunday, May 9.
the Ellensburg Chamber of ComChristmas -carols are ready and
A ware fair, featuring display
Wise said students who wish to
merce.
waiting for the proper season.
request certain songs may do so. and sale of a wide variety of
A luncheon also will be served
"We'll try to come up with some
"If we get enough requests for handcrafted materials, will be
by the college food services office
contemporary songs.'' Wise promcertain songs, we'll look into the conducted in the SUB Thursday,
on the mall outside the SUB from
ised. He admits to having played
cost of having rolls made," he said. Friday and Saturday.
11:30 am to 1 pm on Saturday.
An intercollegiate rodeo coFollowing the river cleanup, the
sponsored by Central's Rodeo Club
college recreation office will conand the rodeo club of YVC will be
duct special river floating trips on
held in the Ellensburg Rodeo
Sunday. Individuals may sign up
Grounds Friday evening and Satfor the guided' trips, at $2 per
urday and Sunday afternoons.
person, at the Tent 'n Tube Shop
A public performance by Cenin the SUB.
tral's ~jazz band will be given at
noon on Friday in the SUB.
The relatively free-spirited BiThe outdoor theme will domCentral Days celebration will be
inate on Saturday when the annual . followed by an in-depth observance of the nation's Bicentennial
Yakima River Cleanup involving
hundreds of college, high school
with a School of Arts and Humaniand elementary school students
ties festival May 12-15.
That
and citizens at large is launched at
program will include an operalog,
9 am from Hertz Parking Lot.
two Bicentennial plays, dance and
Those volunteers who assemble
jazz performances and a series of
lectures and special presentations.
at the parking lot will be offered
Clinton Noyes plays the bells and chimes for Central's campus.

Bell tune requests welcome
by DAVID WASSER
News Editor
While on south campus, students may hear the National Anthem played on the half hour from
the SUB's bell tower. Except the
SUB doesn't have a bell tower.
What is actually heard is a
sound system located in SUB 119.
Th_e bell system is actually two
large metal cabinets with small
bells and chimes·inside, which are
amplified by speakers located upstairs. The bells and chimes are
played either manually on a twooctave keyboard or automatically
by tapes which resemble rolls used
in player pianos. A timer can Qe
set to play songs at regular
intervals.
The system has been in the SUB
for some time, but the . keyboard
and rolls were only recently discovered, according to Don Wise,
ass9ciate dean of Student Union
and Activities. Until recently only
"Big Ben-like chimes," as Wise
calls them, were heard through
the syst em.

'The Creation of the World and Other Business'

OPENS-TCJ'f'ilGHT--Lucifer (Leif Carlson) te~pts Eve (Ellen Pritchard) in a scene from 'The ~reation of the
World and Other Business.' The play opens tonight and runs until Saturday. Story on page 8.

Libokv..: " ·N ot a drastic cut, but it's going to hurt."

Funds for.federal, -stc1te e_
d ucational grants cut
by JANE SNYDER
Washington State Educational
Grants have been reduced . from
$190 to $150 a quarter and a cut of
as much as one-third is anticipated
in Basic Education Oppor.tunity
Grant (BEOG) funds. About 800
students received the Washington
grants this year; 485 students
received BEOG funds. The cuts
will go into effect this fall.
John Liboky, Fianancial Aids
director, says that he won't know
the extent of the cuts in the
Health, Education, Welfare department (HEW) administered
BEOG funds until mid-May.
The amount of the maximum
BEOG grant for a Central student
this year was $1,112 and Liboky
believes that next year the maximum grant might be as low as

$800. "We're not sure how much
money will be available," Liboky
said. "The money left over from
this year's program will be combined with the new appropriations
and then we'll find out the ·exact
amount of the grants."
Liboky says Congress "plays
games" wit'h educational grant
money but expressed hope that
the total amount of available
Federal grant monies won't be cut.
He said that his office won't be
able to tell students the amount of
their grants until July or August
because of the delay in appropriations.
Liboky says that there will be a
slight increase in other HEWadmi nis tered programs: The
National Direct Student Loan, the
Coilege Work Study Program and
the Supplemental Basic Educa-

Jarman's
MOST COMFORTABLE SHOE
The famous Deerslayer
casual, comfortable as ever,
now has a new look tor
today's man. Grainy
sueded leather, cushion
insole, plantation crepe
sole and heel. Try a
pair.

tional Grant.
The BEOG, the newest of the
four programs is four years old.
When it was initiated, only students who had begun their undergraduate education after 1972
were eligible. Now every student
meeting need requirements,
whether enrolled in an undergraduate program or vocational
training school, is eligible regardless of when they began their
post-high school education.
"The number of students who

are eligible for the grant hs
increased dramatically here at
Central and every place else,"
Liboky said. "HEW didn't anticipate that so many students would
be eligible and that so many
students would apply._'__
"The grants have helped a lot of
students tremendously," Liboky
said, though he concedes that
some students receive the grant
on fraudulent grounds.
The program is administered in

"Legislativ~ reform

necessary,"
says Matson, state GOP so/on
State Sen. Jim Matson, R-Selah, tution needs to be changed to
says that the indecision witnessed permit limited annual sessions.
d\lring the last two legislative Such a proposal has passed the
sessions is testimony to the need Senate three times in the last
for certain legislative operational three years only to be killed by the
House.
changes.
·
Presently, the Constitution calls
Matson contends that the length
of the two special · sessions held for a 60-day legislative session
· during the last two years proves only in odd-numbered years. The
proposed amendment, once voter
the need for reform.
"After the 60-day constitutional- approved, would establish yearly
ly-mandated session last January, sessions which would be limited to
we began our first special session 90 days in odd-numbered years
which dragged on into June and and 60-days in even-numbered
still left many of the critical issues years. In addition, special sessions,
unsolved," Matson said. "Then, called either by the governor or
we met three times last summer two-thirds of the legi.slature,
and continued that special session would be limited to 30 days and
this January which ~xceeded the would consider only specified
anticipated 35 to _40 days by issues.
Matson said that even if the
running two-and-a-half months."
The GOP solon says the Consti- Constitution is not updated, opera-

THE
WESTERN
CONSORT
of Seattle.

MUSIC OF THE
MIDDLE AGES
A concert of English
and Italian Compositions
Friday, April 30th 8:00
Grace Episcopal Church
Tic.kets: 2.50 general
1.50 students &
Senior citizens

Adeline's Cafe
ANNOUNCES THE NEWEST

$30.00

Iowa and Liboky says he believes
that lack of proximity to grant
recipients and a time lag cause a
certain amount of inefficiency·.
Liboky says that the program has
special difficulties in changing
grants to reflect a change in a
student's financial status.
"It doesn't app.e ar to be a drastic
cut," Liboky said, "but with the
rising costs of education and with
fewer opportunities for summer
employment, it's going to hurt."

CHAR BROILER
rn Town

tional reforms are necessary.
He said that the $-.fo legislative
per diem now paid to state
lawmakers during a session should
be cut-off after 100 days of any
session.
"We must establish strict guidelines and deadlines for the introduction of bills and their progression through the legislative process," Matson said. "In addition,
we should establish all operational
procedures to include the master
scheduling of committees and public hearings by Dec. 20 before any
January session. I think we can
also put a check on the number of
unnecessary bills that .are introduced each session, which -are so
often introduced with no real
chance of passage."
According to Matson, one of the
real "hang-ups" of this last session
was the lack of planning by the
Democrats, who control both
houses of the legislature.
"The Democrats had promised
~ last fall that we would solve many
.of the key questions, especially
'school funding, prior to the start of
the January session. But when we
started, only the Republican senators had a solid plan for longrange school funding" Matson said,
"and that was the only concrete
planning that took place before we
convened. The majority had not
planned the session. That, then, is
one of our basic reform recommendations--identify the problems ·
and get a handle on solutions
before starting a se§sion."
The S~n~te- d()'p Caucus Chairman contended that the reforms
would lower the cost of operating
the legislative session as well as
increase efficiency and productivity.
It is estimated that each legislative day costs $55,000--and the
January-March session this year
cost taxpayers about $4 million.
1

Want to take
the Big Jump?

Parachute
Club
315 $.Main

DOWNTOWN

962-9982

Thursdays 208 SUB
can Bob VanHersett 925-9566
~
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Whatever
goes up ....
mUstcom·e

back down
by DAVID PAYSON

c

A five-point plan designed to fight grade
inflation has been approved by the Faculty
Senate. Word has gone out to all faculty
members to examine their ·grading practices with respect to the catalog definition
of w~at those grades are supposeq to
mean.With these actions, "Grade deflation,"
it appears, is officially on at Central. The
worthwhile goal of this action, which we
applaud, is to give us a better education.
The unfortunate outcome of this action,
which we fear, is lower grade point
averages. Perhaps we· would feel more
secure with this exper~ment if we were
guaranteed that our more '~espectable"
GP A's will assure us of a better education:
So far no one has come forth with such a
·guarantee. ,
But we are not surprised that this action
. has been taken. There have been numerous
studies and opinions publiciZed recently on
why college students can no longer read or
write the way they once could. Grade

Bellevue dentist ,to fill
trustee slo.t second time

inflation has become a classroom term. We
have come to- understand that our GPA's
are higher than they should be, maybe a

whole grade point higher, while, paradoxically, we are scoring new lows on college
entrance exams.

ASC Elections
BOC Positions 1,2 & 3
. (serve fa II to fa II qtr.)

Dr. Eugene Brain, a Bellevue with the US Marine Corps, Brain
~ dentist, has been reappointed by
attained the rank of captain with
Gov. Dan Evans to Central's Board the Marine Corps Reserve. He
of Trustees.
and his wife, Lillian, have three
Gov. Evans named Brain to a children.
During his first term on -the
second six-year term on the college's governing .board. He will Board of Trustees, Brain served as
serve until March 1, 1982.
chairman for one year.
Brain is a graduate of Central , Brain was one of two members
who taught school for several of the college board whose terms
- years before beginning dental expired this spring; No action has
training. Now 47 years old, Brain been announced yet by thtfgovernhas been in private dental practice or's office for the board ·position
in Bellevue since 1959.
now helq by Philip Caron of
A veteran of service in Korea Fede:ral Way.

Cqmpus Judicial Council
positions 1,·2 & 3
(serve fa II to fa II qtr.)
'°filing - Now until 5 pm May 13
Campaign May 13_until 5pm May 26

Elections

How Does 30 % Off

Groh You?

May27
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The
Model 940
Multiple Play Manuel Turntaf?le.

SMVRDM'

SHOES
FOR EVERYDAY!

These ca·suals turn
workdays into playdays.
Eve.r see your feet smile?
Ease them into these easygoing Dexters. The leather
is soft and supple. The
look is just right for
sportier clothes. And like
all Dexter shoes, they'll
make even the bluest
Monday feel like Saturday!

You save more than 30% on this B. I. C.
belt-drive programmable turntable with
wood base, dust cover and Empire 2000-E-lll
cartridge! You can use the Model 940 in the
manuel mode as a silky-smooth single-play
table. Y. ou can set it to repeat the same disc ·
for up to .five plays; or you can put on a stack
of r.ecords if you wish ;'There you have _it:
Total retail value (With wood base, c~ver
programmable tahle with manuel table
and Empir~ 2000, E-111) ... $207 OUR PRICE
performance I It's the best of both
worlds!

· ... $139.-

Printed in U.S.A. Copyright 1975. B.I.C is a trademark of British
. Industries Co., 11590. Division of Avnet, !DC. Westbury, N.Y.
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Decriminalization of gr~ss coming_?

Death p_
e nalty se~n
refo~m as societa I necess.ity
1

Candidates and dope
by TROY MONHOLLAND
Although marijuana reform is
not a major campaign issue during
this 1976 presidential race, it
might be interesting to examine
the position of some of the candidates ·both former and active, on
this issue.
President Ford, whose son admitted smoking pot, has .said he
opposed any change in current
federal marijuana legislation. But
during a· trip through New Hampshire earlier , this year, Ford's
position showed signs of changing.
"Personally," said Ford, "I do not
approve of the use of marijuana
and believe that its use should be
strongly discouraged as a matter
of national policy. I do not support
decriminalization because I believe
that this would be interpreted by
potential users and by other
nations as a signal that the United
States no longer opposes marijuana use. I do, however, support
red.uced federal penalties for
simple possession such as those
contained in the proposed Criminal
Justice Act of 1975." (This would
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reduce penalties to a maximum of
30 days.)

Ronald Reagan has long opposed
any ·marijuana reform. "Although
there has been nc;> written policy
developed," his top policy spokesperson said, "the governor is

not used." Shriver adds, "We
know alcohol and tobacco can be
harmful, but we don't jail people
for using them. Instead we try to
dissuade them in other ways. I
think that's the approach we·ought,
to take with marijuana."

J""
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basically opposed to decriminalization. He thinks marijuana is harmful."
George Wallace's position is
very clear, "I do not support any
steps to decriminalize any narcotic
offense." When it was suggested
that mariJuana was not a narcotic,
an aide huffed, "It's a narcotic,
that's what it is classified as across
the country."
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, although
not officially a candidate, has long
said, "that a realistic response to
the use of marijuana should definitely include the further reduction of penalties under existing
law relating to the personal
possession and use of marijuana, in
light of continuing medical research and to strengthen equity of
justice. What is demanded today
are extended programs of drug
abuse preventio.n and rehabilitation, with law enforcement being
·concentrated on the apprehension
and conviction of the professional
and criminal traffickers in danger·
ous drugs."
Jimmy Carter, the former
governor of Georgia, has taken a
position favoring a modified form
of marijuana decriminalization
along the line of the Oregon law.
Carter's issue coordinator did say
that his candidate was definitely .
against legalization.
Sen. Henry Jackson supports
federal l~gislation "greatly reducing or eliminating the penalty
for simple possession" of marijuana, yet retaining strict laws
against the sale or distribution of
marijuana for profit.
Sargent Shriver favors the system used i:ri Oregon, "where they
use a system of civil fines, like
traffic citations, to clearly express
society's disapproval of the indiscriminate use of the drug, but
where more severe penalties-totaliy out of accord with the
severity of the risk to society--are

I.

/

Eugene McCarthy's position
hasn't changed much since 1972
when he supported controlled
legalization and government regulation of grass. He also recommends the removal of all criminal
penalties for weed and a licensing
system like that use.d for alcohol,
with sales prohibited to minors.
Milton Shapp, governor of Pennsylvania, feels that further study
is needed but believes legalization
might be justifiable. At the .present time, though, he is . not in
favor of it.

tion of a human being~
To argue that the death penalty,
even for the crime of premeditated
murder and given following conAmong the current lively conviction under due process of law in
troversies is the one about the
the duly constituted courts, is
pros and cons of capital punishtantamount to a "legal murder" is
ment. Like any other controa case of sheer casuistry. In fact,
versy it arouses the deepest
there is a fundamental, day and
emotions and charges of "barbarnight difference between murder
ity - in ' the name of law" on one
and capital punishment. The first
hand, and "irresponsible molly
is a crime against society and
coddling of criminals at the exfellow human beings. The second
pense of law-abiding citizens," on
is a retribution for that crime. An
· the other.
act of retribution cannot be equaThose who oppose capital purited with an act of "crime." The two
i•shment say that we should not be
are not identical or even comparkilling people. This is so but the
•
able.
society has a right to punish its
It is contended that the death ·
members for crimes committed
penalty is not an adequate deteragainst the society and/or its
rent to th.e crime of murder. This
other individual members. Exargument fails t6 take into account
ecution, or capital punishment,
meted out under due process of that punishment is given not only
law and as a result of conviction · as a deterrent but also as a
retribution. Even assuming that
for a proportiQnately grave crime
of murder cannot be dubbed 1the death penalty may not be a
sound deterrent (at best a debatamerely_as "killing" a pers.$)n. We
ble point) against future cri~es of
. expect policemen to defend public
murder, it certainly is a legitimate
safety even at the cost of their
condign punishrt:ient as an act of
liv.es. We maintain armies whose
soldiers are expected to die for _ retribution, which the legally cons~
tituted courts of society, acting
their country and in the defense of
u.nder due process · of law, have
their countrymen. So long as we
every right to impose, particularly
expect, and indeed demand, that
smce society is expected to safethe police and the soldiers· be
guard the welfare and protect the
willing to die in the line of duty, so
lives of its citizens and maintain
long as we let them be killed in the
law, order and justice. Capital
name of law, it seems unreasonpunishment for premeditated murable and illogical to give immunity
der is a question not only of
from the death sentence to those
enforcing law and order but also of
who commit the most horrendous,
meting out justice.
ultimate, non-reversible and non, reparable crime of premeditated
As for life imprisonment as a
murder, which entails the destrucpunishment for murder, why
should the tax payers be asked to
feed ·and sustain, in a state of . .
parasitic existence, a criminal who
has committed the ultimate crime
of murder? My position on capital
punishment is analogous to that of
Agatha Christie who believed that
murder £ould never be justified
amount, according to college officand must entail the death penalty
ials, is based.upon the "fair market
as a punishment and just desert.
value." The college administration
Even the great H.ercule Poirot
seems to think this is fair despite
voluntarily
chose the death penalthe fact the EDCC is nearly $1,500
ty for himself when he felt
in debt due to the high rent.
· impelled to commit murder even
According to Wen dell Hill, of
when it was, in itself, a just
Auxiliary Services, what the colretributive act.
lege originally tried to do in
The t~o really strong argurenting the complex to EDCC was
ments against the death penalty
to make day care more available to
are that (a) it is selectively and
students.
vengefully applied to members of
disadvantaged and oppressed minUnfortunately many students
orities and (b) there is a great
cannot afford $25 a week per child
danger of miscarriage of justice
for day care. A more competitive
and there is the same quality of
rate, amounting to slightly more
ultimate horror about executing
'than $20per week- at Mettler's, is
an innocent man as there is about
still too high for many students.
the crime of inurder itself. Once an
Central's Board of Trustees has
innocent man ·h as been executed
not been any help either. They
the injustice is irreversible and .have set no guideline8 for Central . equally irreparable. On these two
administrators to follow regarding
grounds capital punishment may
the day care problem.
be abolished but not on the
Unfortunately, the trustees
spurious grounds that the death
seem to be afraid of a public outcry
penalty for the crime of murder is
should the school decide to use
"unusually cruel," and that the
taxpayers-' dollars to provide day
society does not have the right to
care. Remember, some still considtake the life of a criminal who has
er 4ay care a Communist plot.
· committed the ultimate crime.
by USHA MAHAJANI
Professor of Political Science

Day care~ continuing
problem in community
by DAVID WASSER
News Editor
Adequate day care in Ellensburg is a long way off for a number
of reasons.
On the national level, President
Ford recently vetoed legislation
designed to upgrade day care
facilities across the country.
But . the bulk of the blame is
local.
This college could attract a large
number of students if it were to
build a reputation of providing day
care to students who need it. But,
. except for providing instructors
through the Early Childhood Education program, the college has
been detrimental to day care. This
is particularly evident by the
. exorbitant $400 monthly rent the
Ellensburg Day Care Center must
pay for the use of the multipurpose
room at Brooklane Village.
The multipurpose room at
Brooklane saw very little use-prior
to the time the EDCC moved in.
But there seems little chance the
rent will be changed. The rental
CAMPUS CRIER
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Results lower than exe_ected

Questionnaire left unanswered by students
.

.

by RICHARD VON WELLS
Managing Editor
In the April 22 issue of the Campus Crier,
we printed a section titled "Crier Questionnaire" on page 15.
·
Two days after that. issue came out, we
received a grand total of 20 completed
questionnaires, not exactly a fair representation of Central's 7,000 students and other
Crier readers.
There could be several implication's
drawn from the fact that only one out of
every 340 questionnaires were .r eturned:
student apathy, the age of television, lack of
reader participation. But I will only report
the results of those quiestionnaires that
· were returned.
Of the people who completed the questtionnaire, there was one freshman, three
sophomores, seven juniors, six seniors, two
graduates and one faculty member.
The first question ·was, "How would you
rate the Campus Crier in the last four
months?" The question was restricted to
the last four months because that is about
how long the present editors have been in
charge.
On a scale of one to five with one being a
"poor" rating, three_ ~eing "av~rage" and
f1v_~ bein_g "sup~rior.,',. the Criel_" received a
2.35 rating or slightly below average.
This 2.35 rating is somewhat disappointing. We thought ,that we were doing a
pretty good job, although the quality has
dropped a little in the last three or · four
issues.
The next question was, "How would you
rate the following: news content, layout
design, photographs and graphics?"
The scale is the same as the previous
question--one to five.

News content received a 2.45 rating or
slightly below average. The explanation for
this poor rating may be explained · in the
next question which breaks down each
news catagory. .
Layout design received the highest
rating 'with a 3.15 or slightly above average.
Photographs also received an abov~
a verage rating of 3.10. A few people
commented that the photos have improved.

The reproduction of photos could be
better except for the archaic methods and
equipment we are forced to use (budgeting
is coming up soon, I might as well throw in a
_free plug).
Last and lowest rated in this catagory is
graphics, or cartoons, with a 2.10. This is a
little surprising because we have been quite
pleased with Mike Dupille's work.
In order to discover what people did not
like about our cartoons, I asked a few
people what their complaints were.
The people I questioned said that the
cartoons were foo deep or too politically
oriented.

LETTERS
EDITOR'S NOTE:
The CAMPUS CRIER inVites
all readers to submit letters to
the editor. We would appreciate
them being typed,.. doublespaced
and on one side of the paper.·
The CRIEk reserves the right
to edit the letters not for content,
but for legal reasons.
- .Au letters shoutd be in the
CRIER office on the Sunday
before the Thursday publication.
The CRIE~ is located in SUB
218~

Singles pay
t_
a x pen a Ities
To the Editor:
Another April 15 has come and
gone and once more 40 million
Americans were hit with an income tax penalty of up to 20 per
cent because they happen to be
single (including many who are
widowed, divorced, students, military and so forth). To end this tax
rip-off, Rep. Edward Koch (D-NY)
has introduced HR 850 in the
House Ways and Means Committee to establish the tax table
currently used by married persons
filing joint returns as the tax table
to be used by all taxpayers. This
bill would also remove tax inequities from married 'couples who
both work.
More information about HR 850
. may be obtained by sending a
· stamped, self-addressed #10 enveApril 29, 1976

Using a one to five scale, the third section
asked, "Would you like to see more or less
of the following?" One was "less," and three
was "same" as always and five was "more."
Campus news--3.95. The most requested
cata gory. The only problem is trying to find
new angles on the same old subjects.
Community news--3.35. A little more
coverage wanted in this area.
National news--3.25. We have had very
little to none in past issues.
· ·National commentary--3.25. None of us
know enough about the "real world."
Feature articles--3.70. Another high re.
quest.
Opinion--3.30. The whole "Forum" page is
for opinion, but nowadays. few people care
what one person has to say.
Sports--2.45 .. Of the people who responded, they want slightly less sports. We print
anywhere from two to four pages of sports
each issue and it is our biggest single
section.
Arts and Entertainment--3.40. We expanded the Arts and Entertainment section
in the last issue but it may become larger.
Photographs--3.40. We would like to
publish more photos, the only problem is
getting pictures that are relevant to stories
in the issue.
Graphics--3.40~ Rated lowest in the
previous catagory but still people would
like to see more.
Advertisements~-2.52. Slightly less ads.
Most of the respondents wanted
same amount of ads. Everyone knows now
that advertising is the main income source
for newspapers. Every newspaper across
the country gets its money from ad
revenue--except the Campus Crier.
As I understand it, the Crier takes out a
loan every year from the school with the
agreement to sell so much in advertisments.

The money from the ads ·the Campus Crier
sells goes straight into the general fund.
Next we asked the question,' "Has the
Campus Crier done anything particularly
outstanding in the last four months?"
Of the 20 responses, we received seven
outright "no" or similar answers, praise on
the article on Stastny, criticism of Jane
Snyder's play reviews and requests for ·
more women's sports / and articles on
women.
The next question, "Has the 'Campus
Crier' done anything particularly atrocious
in the last four months?" The responses
were mainly restatements of the previous
answers.
The last question was, "What would you
like to see in the Campus Crier in the
future?"
Some of the responses were: more on
minorities--racial and sexual; comics; dorm
life pictures; better drama coverage; mor-e
coverage of internal struggles on campus;
better sports coverage; more off-campus
news; more pictures; and more features.
From a faculty member, "Investigate,
you are being deeply deceived when you
accept everything (President) Brooks, et al,
tell you. There's important news about
(campus), including the story that tells who
is responsible for the decline of the Crier in
recent years and why they profit from your ·
ineptitude." Several .other respondents
expressed similar opinions.
By the way, in this issue, there is 39 per
cent ads, 16 per cent photos, one per cent ·
graphics and 37 per cent written articles.
Of the articles, there is 14 per cent
campus news, five per .cent local news, no _
national news, three per cent · national
commentary, three per cent feature .
articles, 10 per cent sports and two per cent
opinion.

·W omen s topics discussed
1

lope to CO$T - the Committee of
Single Taxpayers, 1628 - 21st St.,
/
NW, Washington, DC 20009.
Another bill pending in Ways
and Means is HR 10219, which
would allow renters an income tax
deduction for that portion of their
· rent which ultimately goes to pay
real estate property tax on their
rental unit, similar to the deduction presently allowed to homebuyers.
All who would benefit from
these bills are urged to write to
their representative in Congress
and to members of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
pressing for pr-0mpt, favorable
action.
Lee Spene-er

Employment and marriage concerns for women will be the topics
of the last two sessions dealing
with women fo a continuing series
of community dialogue programs
here this month.
The near two-month project-supported by the Washington
Commission for the Humanities
and sponsored by a wide range of
Ellensburg organizations--will
swing into ~ new series of public
programs dealing with children in
early May.
"Employment for Women:
What ls Happening?" is the title of

CWSC RODEO CLUB
INVITES YOU TO JOIN IN
•wild cow riding (men & women)
•wild cow milking (men & women)
.•calf dressing ( 3 women team)

CASH PRIZES FOR FIRST PLACE!
Sign-up at the SUB ·info booth
Mayr3-4 noon-2 pm

a public panel discu~sion set for
7:30 pm tonight in the Ellensburg ·
Public Library~
·
-Panelists for the program will
include representatives from the
Human Rights Commission, Washington State Women's Council,
Seattle Office of Women's Rights,
a labor union and the local busi-

·~················•>

ness community.
Tommorrow night at 7:3o a
Seattle Reader's Theater program
titled "Women and Marriage" will
be presented in the public library.
The overalLcommunity dialogue
project is directed by the Women's
Center of the Office of Continuing
Education.

....-...............................................,

Applications Now Being
Accepted For

EDITOR

CAMPUS CRIER
Two Positions
Suin1ner Quarter Editor
Fall & Winter Quarter
Editor
Send letter and Resume to :
Campus Crier
Gayl Curtiss
·
963-1026

·
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One goes broke

E-burg day care cenfers ·compete for business
by DAVE WASSER
Parents wishing to make use of
day care facilities in Ellensburg
have three choices: The Ellensburg Day Care Center (EDCC),
Mettler's Child Care Center or one
of some 30 day care homes. ,
The EDCC is a non-profit organization located in the multipurpose
room at Brooklane Village. This
facility is operating in the red (see
last week's Crier) due to a $400
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. monthly rent charged by the
college as well as a loss of funds
from the city and county.
The center charges $5 per day
for each child. Some $4 scholarships are offered to low income
families. The EDCC is presently
working to its full capacity, serving about 50 children per day.
The main difference · between
the EDCC and Mettler's Child
Care Center is that Mettler's is a
business. According to Gordon
Mettler, his center cares for about
80 children a day. Rates ' at
Mettler's are $4.25 aday.
Mettler's does not handle children from low income families. In
order to receive federal funds· to
compensate for reduced rates
offered to low income families, day
care centers must meet a five to
one student-teacher ratio.
Mettler said, "There's no way in
God's green earth you can make a
living with that," referring to the
five to one requirement. Mettler
said he refers low income cases to
the EDCC.

crhe
·Headhunter
hair care studio

'l'he third choice for local parents are the ~ay care .homes.
According to B.J. Wright of the
Washington State Department of
Social and Health Services, there
are "not too many things required"
to start a day care home. Wright
listed "liking of children and being
aware of their needs" as the
primary requirements. A tuberculosis test and a home inspection
are also required. No more than
six children other than the children of the operator may be cared
for.
Wright said it was "hard to
know" exactly how many children
are in day care homes in the city.
She said most of the homes aren't
licensed to handle six children
and mariy of them take care of only
one or two.
In a · 1973 survey of child care
needs at Central, Russell W.
Hansen, assistant professor of
sociology, showed there were 822
child-care age children existing in
the Central community. Approximately 460 of these children
belonged to Central students.
While the study is three years
old, there are at least as many
·children now. At the time of the
study there were 1,240 married
students at Central. Winter quarter of 1976. showed there are 1,497

married students.
Hansen's study states: "Three
groups stand out in the survey as
having particularly strong needs
for daytime child ·care services:
students, women and single parents."
The survey also showed that
over one-third of student parents
felt that "their achievements in life
have been hindered by ~he unavailability of adequate child care
services. At the time of the
survey, 63 per cent of the student
mothers felt their ·achievements in
life had been hindered due to
inadequate day care.
Finally, the survey also states:
"A majority of parents in each
group surveyed feel that a campus
day care center should charge
parents a fee and that it should be
a sliding fee in relation to size of
income rather than the same fee
for all parents."
Presently local day care facilities come nowhere near Hansen's
figure of 822 children.

Bob Williams, of the Department of Social and Health Services
in -Olympia, is the man who
inspects local day care facilities.
He said, "Actually you have only
the two in town and I think
Ellensburg could probably support
another day care center.
Williams said his primarv area
of conc.e l'n is the program offered
in day care centers. He sees to it
that educational and emotional
needs of the children are taken
care of. His job also involves
coordinating health programs and
writing licenses for day care
facilities.
Many of the instructors in both
Mettler's and the 'ED.C come
from Central's Early Childhood
Education program. ·Dale Otto,
ECE director said that the practicums have ''worked out well." He
said one or two students each
quarter are placed in both centers.
Practicum students are not paid
but receive credits as well as
experieJ!ce.

the Ellensburg Warehouse
402 South Main

1
... it's getting warm out.
White Denim Shorts

6-16

$7.95

......__________________________________________________
707 N. Main 925-HAIR__,

Pizza ilii &
m~e 5t~ ({)uarter
Home& Dorm Delivery
5-2amDaily

WHEELYING AROUND--Cyclist Hans Carlsen finds going over-thehill at Boullion is more fun. A well travelled path over ~he top
indicates many students prefer going over rather than aro~d the
obstacle~

FOREIGN CAR R'EPAIRS.
AND PARTS
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

.Gallons to go-----$2.00

Kegs to go-------23 .50

603 North Main
I
925-5539
I
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Ifs fishing season
Fishermen of all ages_,shapes and sizes hit Washington's
lakes and streams Sunday as fishing season officially
opened. Anglers reported success in most areas
around Ellensburg. At Dusty Lake, ·where these photos
were taken, many limits were caught and few fish~rmen .
got 'skunked.'
CAMPUS CRIER
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'urovocative and exciting'

Scheduling of Trower light show not simple

Production adds new twist to Biblical play
He is a dark-skinned, lanky
fellow who is squatting on the
platform. His black beard, as much
as the squint in his eye, marks him
a noticeable Lucifer, but any other
similarity to a horned devil ends
here. This is a de~on with class,
the most beautiful Angel, and just
the type of guy you'd invite back
to the dorm for a cookie.
·
LUCIFER: ... that's why I've
come·.
On the landing facing him stand
two inqu~sitive people. They are
naked (in a theatrical sense), and
they are puzzled.
LUCIFER: There is nothing He
feels more passionate about than
that you begin to multiply.
EVE: Really?
Her eyes widen in a childlike
way that is innocent and appealing. Lucifer consumes her with his
stare.
LUCIFER: Of course, that's
why that tree is there.
EVE: We multiply with the
tree?
Well, most people have problems
communicating sometimes but for
Lucifer it's almost an uphill climb
from Hell. Here are Adam and Eve
still in Paradise and the impatient
Lucifer keeps having visions of the
world to come. One can imagine
what might happen, but we ,don'f
have to. We can see it in Arthur

Miller's The Creation of the World · films, and at the .s ame time we'll
and Other Business, playing on employ some techniques to surApril 29 and 30, and May 1 in round part of the audience with
Threepenny Playhouse. .
The student production, directed by Jerry Zumwalt, is an
interpretation of the Biblical ac·
·count of creation from Genesis
chapters II, III and IV. "Miller
takes several liberties with the
Biblical version," says Zumwalt,
"That is, he makes some insinuations that aren't in the original
story, but what evolves is still a
human tale of the insecurities, the
stubborness and the love between
people ·caught up in the power
struggle of what is perceived as
good."

audience will find the production
"a provocative and exciting exper·
ience." Curtain time is 8:30 pm.

the action and cut the audience off
completely later."
Zumwalt said he thinks the

In choosing The Creation... ,
Zumwalt said it appealed to him
because it was both humorous and
tragic. "The acting style is rather
realistic," he said, "but the setting
leans towards the abstract. Rather
than try to build the Garden of
Eden we will use light and all its
qualities to create the world. That
means we'll play most of the set in
black and draw out color for the
various levels and areas. In a way,
this is an experiment in melding
the techniques of live theater with
film. We'll have an elaborate sound
track and we'll closely control the
audience's focus of attention as in

by ROB MATES
KCWS Manager

WEDNESDAY ·
MAY 5th
"BUTCH CASSIDY & SUNDANCE KIDD"
OPEN 6:45 925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Shows At 7:00 & 8:50 Nightly
X-Rated No One Under 17
THEALL NEW

Emmanuelle

The Joys

of a Woman
ELLENS Drive-In

OPEN 8:15 925-3266
FRI. SAT. & SUN.
Two
Great
Hits

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Show
Starts
At
Dusk

SERGIO LEONE presents

~~~Glill
··~~··
IMll~~
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE ·TECHNICOLOR' fll\NAVISION "
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able to supply the additional amperage.
Also, part of Trower's lighting system ·
must be."flown" from four cables hung from
supports in the ceiling.
The next problem was, can the four tons
of lights be suspended from the pavilion
roof?
After going over blue prints of the
pavilion's ceiling, and locating holes in the
facility's supports, the physical plant
determined that it would be permissible to
hang the cables.
After overcoming these problems came
price negotiations.
The performers' fee will be based on
several things: 1) the seating capacity of the
facility; 2) projected ticket prices; and, 3)
rock bottom minimum price the band will
accept.
Premier Talent Agency in New York is
· acting as Trower's agent. The final offer
was then calculated by the ASC. and
Albatross, working within the framework
of total monies available and projected
gross income. A price of $8,500 that was
agreed on would include the price for
Trower and the agency fees.
Albatross relayed the offer to Premier
who in turn sought approval from Trower.
One additional problem was time.
Normally negotiations for an act would
have started several weeks earlier. Because
Trower was in England at the time and the
John Bower concert company was also
trying to sell the May 12 date for Spokane,
three days passed before an answer:, came.

If you're into flashy guitar concerts, Sunday, April 18, at the Seattle
Arena was definitely your place for listening pleasure. The Arena was
blessed by three rocking bands opening with Sammy Hagar, and then
Status Quo with Wishbone Ash concluding the conc~rt.
Before the concert started I managed to get a few words with Sammy
Hagar and Status Quo. Hagar was the lead singer for the rock group
Montrose and was featured on t he band's first and second albums. Since
then he has moved on to bigger and better things, as Sammy put it. For
one thin g, people weren't aware that Hagar could play guitar, especially
as well as he does.
"Ronnie [Montros~) never let me play guitar. He simply didn't need
enother guitarist," said Hagar. He went-on to say that he was pleased
with his first solo album 'Nine On a Ten-Scale.' "It's a good rock album
with nice extras, background singers and so forth." Hagar also
mentioned that he doesn't have the money to tour with those
background singers, however the crowd shouldn't be disappointed. "I
plan to rock their socks off,"' he exclaimed.
Hagar's entourage includes a lead guitarist, bass player and drummer,
which are the essentials a performer needs to fry an audience.
Status Quo is a four-man English rock band, and I might add, probably
in the top ten for good honest rock-n-rolL The band is made up of Francis
Rossi, (guitar), Alan Lancaster (bass), JQhn Coghlan (drums) and
Richard Parfitt (guitar). Everyone but Coghlan sin_gs. The basic group
has been together for 13 years, becoming complete in 1967 with the
addition of Richard Parfitt.
·
Its major breakthrough occurred in 1967 when 'Pictures of Matchstick
Men' shot to the top five position in both the US and England. The band
produced a few more hit singles and then mysteriously disappeared from
the pop music scene. It re-emerged late in 1969 with a new image,
appealing to older crowds, like the college circuit.
I asked guitarist Richard Parfitt why the band went through this dark
period.
"When Matchstick Men became a hit, we were not longer
individuals--but stars without our own identities. When we appeared on
the telly the kids just screamed. That wasn't the image we wanted--know
wat ah meen?" asked Parfitt in his rough London accent. By 1971 the
band had succeeded in establishing itself as a dominant foree on the
progressive rock scene, without the undue commercialism that had
thwarted it earlier.
"Our musical roots stem from such great rockers as Chuck Berry,"
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said Parfitt. Although the chord progression itself is rather simple, the ·
Next they moved into a couple of numbers from their album On
techniql}e the band employs isn't. .Pa?itt,expounded on this, "It appears
the Level entitled Little Lady and Most of the Time. The latter was a
simple in perhaps its chording, bu(~!!Q.erally, to actually play what we
slow bluesy tune that eventually made a transition into a sizzling lead
play and how we play it is not s~mpfer It's bloody hard work."
that was unbelievably clean, considering the speed with which it was
The band's toils have earned
·
- being delivered.
them six gold albums. AccordID~
The next two songs were originto Parfitt, the album 'Hello' hu./·
ally released on Hello. No matter
been the most successful, with
how successful the album is, that
sales in excess of 250,000 copie5'.;·version can't be compared with the
worldwide. The band's last three
live version I heard. They .were
both smokers to say the least.
albums have debuted at number-Before the encore numbers, three
one in England. Parfitt said that _
he likes all of their albums, ·
Piledriver songs were performed.
First, Big Fat Mama, an absolute
"However, I am not completely ,.. .....
r ocker with humorous lyrics, then
satisfied because records can't
Don't Waste My Time, followed by
capture the true excitement I am;"
cap{lble of producing."
Road House Blues, an old Jim
By this time Hagar had started, 11
Morrison and the Doors tune.
his set, so I hustled out. to catch
Recognized as Quo's unofficial
the first of what was to be three..,·
"fifth member," Bob Young
dynamic acts. Hagar's music re- _
accompanied the band with some
minded me of the style he used on "'
excellent harmonica playing. He
his first album with Montrose. It ~
jumped up on stage, played a solo,
was loud, exciting and for the first"' .
mysteriously left and then retime Seattle saw a guitar-playing, T• >,
appeared near the song's finish for
STATUS QUO
singing, dancing Sammy Hagar
another solo.
Most-of the.. material was from hi!t'f~st solo album mentioned earlier.
The late Morrison would have been proud of the way Quo handled
He did a fine job of Keep On Rockin',despite the absence of background
this classic rocker.
singers. The lyrics were appropriatt f()>r setting the proper mood. "I got
After a nice applause by the medium-sized crowd, Status Quo came
all shook up with Elvis, yeah, y'eal,l.. I been Beattled, I been Rolling
back to perform two more songs. An English single, 'Caroline', preceded
Stoned"--with that he exploded into a \Jumoin11: Jack Flash riff.
the song that was to be the high point of the entire evening, Chuck
The last song of this set, Bad Motpr Scooter: was a tune he wrote for
Berry's rocker 'Bye, Bye Johnny.'
Montrose's first album. By far the best song of his performance, Hagar
Lead guitarist Rossi invited the crowd to help sing the chorus. After a
was featured on steel guitar and ?fa~ itao effectively that I could have
few minutes the Arena was filled with chants of "Bye, Bye Johnny, Bye,
sworn there was a motorcycle on sta'?e. After the dramatic finish of that
Bye Johnny B. Goode." It was a totally incredible version that left your
rocker the plug was pulled and Samm-y Hagar was forced to leave the
head swimming.
stage, rather P.0.'d and disappointed.
Wishbone Ash's performance wasn't out of the ordinary, but it played
After a short intermission and c~ of equipment, Status Quo made
up to expectations. The old favorites The King Will Come, Blowin' Free,
their appearance. They opened th~ir act with 'Junior's Wailing', a
and Time Was had an extra flair due to the addition of the band's newest
smoker from an album released in l96:tcalled 'Ma's Greasy Spoon'. The
member, Pete Wood, on keyboards.
exceptionally clean guitar exchanges were really impressive. The
· expertise displayed here made it quite obvious that they had played that
All in all, the musical scores varied from band to band. None the less, it
one more than a couple of times.i:>
was good, loud rock the whole night through.
April 29, 1976

April_29, 1976

The worry was that by the time the
contract arrived and was signed by both
sides there would not be enough time to
advertise the show effectively.
Ken Kinnear, president of Albatross, said
in a phone conversation on Tuesday, April
20, that the offer had been submitted and
acceptable.
That morning the program committee
members decided to go to Seattle to secure
a: contract and meet with Kinnear to iron
out the details.
The contract, in the interest of time, was
made between the college and Albatross,
legally binding them to the event. The
contract directly between the college and
Trower may be signed at a later date.
Advertising for the show is being
concentrated on radio ads on KMWX,
Yakima; KMEL, Wenatchee; and KXLEKCWS in Ellensburg.
Time for the concert has been changed to
8 pm.
Tickets are on sale at the SUB information booth and Stereocraft at $4.50 with
ASC card in advance, $5.50 general admission in advance, $5.50 with ASC card at the
door, and $6.50 general admission at the
door.
An important correction must be made
regarding last week's opening article on
Trower.
Due to a typographical error, the ASC
was reported spending $1,000 for the entire
act. The actual expenditure totals $12,000.

....

'It is'c:>ur last chance'
for ASC entertainment
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Pre-concert intervie_il\/s at Seattle Arena

Show Starts At 7 :00
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Robin Trower, best known for his
mastery of the guitar, has appear~d in
seven concerts to date and most were in
coliseum-size facilities.
All seven concerts have been sell-outs.
His most recent album, "Robin Trower
Live," is listed in the top ten of Billboard
magazine's survey of best-selling records.
Appearing at Central with Kansas,
Trower's show may well be a better
performance than Seattle's concert. Trower
will appear in Seattle with Steve Marriott
as his opening act the following night.
Kansas will appear with Bad Company the
night before Central's concert.
Members of the ASC Programming
Committee are responsible for advertising
the show throughout the central part of the
state.
A major concert such as this one will cost
a good deal more than just the performers'
fees and the sound and lighting expenses.

Acquiring the Trower show was a
headache for the .A,SC in some respects.
After Albatross Productions in Seattle was
contacted, several serious problems de·
veloped. Albatross offered Trower for the
May 12 date which posed no apparent
problem.
But Trower's show is not the average
show. He is traveling with the largest sound
and light system currently in the country.

For example, four tons of stage lighting is
going to be suspended from the pavilion
ceiling. For you electrical types that means
600 amps of power, 3-phase at 200 amps per
leg.
The overwhelming majority of this power
is required for the stage lighting but
because of the size of the pavilion, Trower
will not use his entire sound system.
In a coliseum-size facility the system
would consist of 114 speakers and 36
amplifiers. The power required to cover the
electrical "surge" from turning large numbers of spotlights on and off is more than
There are ticket costs, pavilion, security the pavilion can provide.
personne.l and stage crew costs, and
Obviously the big question is, if the
"refreshments" for both bands. "Refresh· system requires 600 amps. and the pavilion
ments" can mean anything from crackers can handle 375 at maximum, where is the
and cheese to steak dinners.
po}Ver going to come from?
The ASC Programming Committee
Consequently, expenses may drive the
attempted to negotiate a compromise by
total cost up several thousand dollars.
However, those costs are not unusual by hiring a different lighting system from
any means and although none are contract· Seattle.
Trower would not agree.
ed, they are normal for a show of this
But a generator ~as found that will be
magnitude.
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by BOB WHEATLEY

Robin Trower and Kansas will
be the first rocker Central has had
since ·Wishbone Ash and the
Electric Light Orchestra appeared
the year before last.
The reason why there hasn't
been much in the way of rock
concerts remains in Central's past.
A few years ago, rock concerts
were frequent and typical in
entertainment programming at
Central.
But it all came to an end because
Central's only facility for large,
big-nam!l concert entertainment is
Nicholson Pavilion. With a seating
capacity of only 3,800 and what is
said to be bad acoustics, it is not an
ideal facility.
But the big problem is that it is
a gym with a wood flool' and is
managed by the Athletic Depart·
ment.
Several years ago, during con·
certs playing music similar to the
upcoming Trower show, there
were some security problems to
say the least.
At the time, security was limited. It was thought by ASC and
security administrators that nothing further than watching entrances and exits would be necessary.
Ideally, that would be true, but
when people go to concerts, they
generally like to get blown away
while they are there. The resulting
problem was damages by the
audience to the Pavilion's floor
caused by cigarette burns and
broken bottles. The Athletic Department· strongly objected.
At the Ike and Tina Turner
con~ert several years ago, things
got so out of hand (fights, bottles

broken and glass ground into the
floor) that it left ill feelings with
the performers.
_
Consequently, the Board of
Trustees decided to prohibit further rock and roll concerts. Not
concerts in general, but bands that
played hard rock.
Although this apparently solved
t he security problem, it created
another problem. Entertainment
programming lost money because
the student body did not show any
interest in concert acts like Jim
Stafford because they meant no
attendance and inappropriate pro·
gramming.
But t he Trower show, featuring
hard rock, is scheduled and secur·
ity will be t ight, according to ASC.
The restriction has been lifted
and those who go to see Trower
must keep in mind that this
concert is unique in two ways: it's
the first big rocker in a long time,
and it is our last chance.
If this concert were to produce a
lot of damages to the Pavilion, it
will be a long, long time before any
big name acts are permitted again.
There will be police at the door
along with student security. The
major restriction will be no
bottles. If a person is suspected of
having a bottle with him, he will be
asked to show the object and to
leave the premises.
Even though the floor is covered
with tarp, the area behind the
bleachers is not, and persons are
requested not to smoke or throw
cigarettes behind the bleachers.
The important thing will be to
prevent any damage to the pavilion floor. In turn, rock concerts
may then return to frequent
Central's entertainment programing.

NINE

NOW
. Complete Scientific Pro
· ilityfrom
Hewlett-Packard for $30 less than ever before.

... !

The HP·25s Just $165tr

an electronic slide rule
you can program completely. The reason: It
solves repetitive problems
easily and quickly.
Here's how. Switch to PROM.
Enter the keystrokes you need to solve
your-problem once and then flip the PROM
switch to RUN. That's it. The only thing you
have to do for each iteration from then on is
enter your variables and press the R/S (Run/
Stop) key. It's that simple.
The result: Repetitive problems are no
longer a repetitive problem.
But that's only part of the HP..25 story.
Here's more. You can add to, check or edit
your programs-at_will. You can also write onesecond interruptions into your program in

TEN

case you want to note-intermediate answers.
And because the keycodes of all prefixed
functions are merged, the 49-step program
memory can actually store up to 147 keystrokes. (How's that for a memory capacity!)
What's more, you can store numbers in eight
data registers and perform 7 2' preprogrammed
functions and operations (logs, trig, mean
deviations, rectangular-polar conversions,
- summations-you name it). Not to mention
RPN logic; fixed decimal, scientific and
engineering notation; and much, much more.
In fact, if you wanted to know all the
HP-25 can do for you it would take.a book.
But don't worry, we've already written one 125 pages-worth-just chockfull of applications programs-and problem solutions. Such
as Algebra and Number Theory, Numerical
Methods, Statistics-even Ga.mes. In detail.

CAMPUS CRIER

And don't forget the best news.The
price. The HP-25 was an exceptional value at
$195. Right now it's an out-and-out bargain
at $165~
The HP-25. There's never been a calculator with this kind of capability at this k~nd
of a low price before, with HP's name on it.
And you know what that means. Design,
performance and a· back up support system
Y<?U just can't get anywhel\e else.
The HP-25 is almost certainly available
at your college bookstore. If not, call .

800·538·7922. (In Calif. 800·662·9862)
toll-free to find out the name of your nearest
dealer. HEWLETT~ PACKARD _
Dept. 658F. 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino; CA 95014.
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes Continental U.S.,A1aska &. Hawaii.
616/IS
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Local ACLU chapteractive
local chapter of the ACLU, which functions." These functiop.s include
has--been in existence for about investigation of land use rights,
seven years, shares the same government confiscation of proconcerns of the national organi- perty, employee rights ·and ·suspensions, civiL rights and discrimzation. .
The Ellensburg chapter of the ination cases, as well as inspecting
ACLU i~ made up of more than 40 local jails once a year, and contincitizens who donate their money ually watching the courts to see
and time to "preserving, protect- that due process is always uping, and retaining their rights as held."
The Ellensburg chapter of the
guaranteed under the United
States Constitution and Bill of American Civil Liberties Union
Summer session ·students at · Rights," according to Roger Win- also provides referral service for
ters, Associate Professor of Politi- those cases which it can not
Central will have an opportunity
handle. If you feel that you have a
to enroll i~ any of 10 special , cal Science at Central and ACLU
legal problem, and you don't know
member.
courses dealing with the Soviet
"Even on the local level," said what to do, call the ACLU's local
Union and then to follow that
Winters, "the ACLU has ·many phone number, 962-2617.
-~tudy with a · trans~Russ_i_a tri£:_
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia . Washington "OLY";,
The college's International Program emphasis on Russia is the
1n_w things ne\'er change . ·
latest in a series of summer
First hinted at in 1919 with a
session projects which center on a
patent for "a tool
different foreign country each
with
which
to open milk
year.
and fruit cans:' the sleek
Courses available during the
steel line of the classic
first half of the summer school
heer hook had to await
period--J une 21 to July 21--will
the invention of the beer
include on-campus study of Russia
can
by American Can in
through such disciplines as anthro1935 .
pology, drama,. foreign language,
When employee Dewey
geology, food and nutrition, music,
Sampson was detailed to invent
history and political science.
this penultimately functional tool. he
Those students wishing to contsucceeded in uniting 30 years of thirsty
_
inue their study of the Soviet
throats with the contents of millions of cans
union may participate in a July 29 .
of Oly.
to August 21 tour of Russia which
It took. skill and ingenuity and the result
begins in Siberia and ends in the
just can't be improved upon . The same goes for Oly.
European side of the huge nation.
So~e things never change .'A great beer doesn't change.
Additional ~cademic course
Olympia never will.
work is to be completed during the
Russian tour by -all participants.
Persons intereisted in the oncam pus Russian course work
and/or the special Soviet Union
tour should contact the Office of ,
Beer doesn't get any better. ®
International Programs, Peterson
202.

The American Civil Liberties
Union has been protecting the
Constitutional rights pf American
citizens for over 50 years. The ·

See Russia

this summer

S

OFF IN A CLOUD OF DUST--A young motorcyclist found an early
morning ride more fun than fishing at Dusty Lake opening day.

Job Fair today in SUB;
employers. to discuss
career opportunities
Central's third annual Job Fair
will be held today from 10 am to 4
pm in the Small SUB Ballroom.
The Fair is sponsored by the
Business and Economics Club,
VICA, aerospace student group
and the Career Planning 'aµd
Placement Center.
The Job Fair will offer students
a unique opportunity to talk to
personnel representatives about
job opportunities and to obtain
,information .for career planning.
Pre-registration for the -Fair will
be today from 9_am to 2 pm in the _
SUB Pit. Information brochures
will be provided for all students

®fk~C0~

registering. Registration is open
to all students.
Some of the employers in attendance will be: Investors Diversified Services; Rainier National
Bank; Moore Business Firms;
Fidelity Union Life Insurance;
Lamb-Weston, Inc.; J.C. Penney
Co.; Aetna Life and Casualty Co.;
Pacific Fruit and Produce; Old
National Bank; Peoples' · Department Store; US Marine Corps;
State of Washington Department
of Personnel; US Small Business
Administration; and US Civil Service .

.......................................... .·-...................... ·.
:··············~·····-··········································:
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DEAN'S T.V. & APPLIANCE
WELCOMES YOUI ~
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Ugly Bear
Bring r,our Hunger and Thirst
Down for a TWO DAY SPECIAL.
FRIDAY AND SA TUR DAY·
Chicken or Shrimp
w I io io's & p,i tcher' 2 50
w/ io io's(no pitcher) 1 50
Jo Jo's and a pitc-h er 1 50
onion rings and, pftcher l5°
ALSO FEATURING
DEEP FRIED MUSHROOMS
·A ND BURRITOS AT SPECIAL PRICES

PONY KEGS &GALLONS
KEGS, TOGO
111 West Third
CAMPUS CRIER
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SUMMER JOBS

mer work at 3 pm Thursday and Friqay
(April 29 and 30) in SUB 209.

Are you bored with your summer job?
~heck out oppor_~unities for excitinl! sum-

Sexuality and Communication. Anyone
interested in seeing the films is welcome to
come to Womanspace.

GRANT COUNTY DAY CAMP
INTER-VARSITY MEETING

105 E. 4th [Next to Pioneer
Hobbies]
New shipment of Primo handmade incense from India. The
nose knows, stop in and try
some. Also, big deal on Shaklee
Products all 15% off list price.
Open 12-6 Tues-Sat.

925-2394

July 17 through August 19--positions for
teachers, teacher assistants now being
taken for summer day camp, sponsored by
_Grant County Training Center. Contact:
Debbie Evans (509)762-5322 in Moses Lake.
WOMANSPACE

There will be a free film shown today in
Barge 402 at 1 pm. The film is entitled Black
Woman and is the second in a series of films
. being shown every Thursday from 1 to 3
pm. The series is sponsored by Womanspace and features films concerning women.
The scheduled presentation for May 6 is /

'VETERANS!!!!!
Need extra bucks to help out with school, rent, books, auto, etc.?
Try on~ year with your Washington Army National Guard.
$1100 to $1400 A YEAR!
Here's how it works. You enlist in the Washington Army National
Guard for one year. You enlist in the grade you had at the time of
your release from active duty, regardless of branch of service ... Army,
Air Force, Navy, Marines, etc. At the end of your one-year
enlistment, you can decide not to re-enlist; Or you can extend for
another year or logner.
TRY ONE, makes sense ... for you and for us. TRY ONE, it's ·a
good part-time job. From $1100 to $1400 for one weekend a month and
· a two-week camp. Thirty-eight days total time. And that's $1100 to
$1400 extra cash on top of your G.I. Bill.
GOOD PAY! Plus other BENNIES.
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB
Formore details, contact:
Co. A 1st Bn 161st Inf M
Phone:
Ellensburg 925-2933 or 925-1827
Wenatchee 662-8005
Enlistment Counselor Lt. Carl E. Lawyer

other instruments.
Clarinetist Raymond L. Wheeler will be
assisted by James Fittz (cello), John
Rinehart (piano), Bert Christianson (flute),
Richard Jensen (french horn), Herbert Bird
(violin) and Carolyn Fittz (soprano).

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship has
scheduled a large group meeting at 7 pm
Thursday, April 29 at Student Village
Multi-Purpose room.

Mrs. Fittz will be featured in Four
Fragments from Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales by Trimble, who recently was a staff
composer for the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra.

CHAMBER CONCERT

The public is invited to the complimentary concert.

Seven members of Central's music department will be heard in a chamber music
concert Thursday, May 6 at 8 pm in Hertz
Recital Hall.
Composers Brahms, Trimble, Boatwright
and Muczynski will be-represented in works
for clar.in~t with various combinations of

should ~eet in the Hertz Parking Lot by 9
am. Be sure to · help do your part for
ecology and get involved in the beauty and
experiences that the Yakima River offers to
people of the Ellensburg and Central
communities. Organizational meeting May 4
at 3:45 in the South Cafeteria of the SUB.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Scholarship funds are available for string
instrument music students who plan to
enter Central next fall, according to Lynn
Dupin, president of the Ellensburg Music
Study Club.

YAKIMA RIVER CLEAN-UP .

The River Clean-Up this year is scheduled for May 8. Transportation will be
offered, and anyone wishing to participate

Information about the scholarships may
be obtained from Mrs. Dupin, 211 East 9th
Ave.; Ellensburg, Wa.

Th fee-day intercollegiate rodeo
offers six "high caliber" events
Bigtime intercollegiate rodeo
comes to this famed rodeo city the
weekend of May 7-9 when a
Northwest Regional event of the
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association will be staged in the
Ellensburg Rodeo Grounds.
Sponsored by the rodeo clubs of
Central and YVC, the three-day
event is expected to draw men and
women riders from nearly two
dozen colleges and universities
from throughout the Northwest.
The high caliber rodeo competition will include six different
events for the men--including the
tough · but crowd-pleasing bull
riding--and three separate events
for women.
The intercollegiate rodeo is open
to the public with the first competition to get underway Friday
evening, May 7.

BRICK TA VERN

Preliminary go-rounds in the adults daily.
Among teams which already
rodeo will be held from 7 to
approximately 9:30 pm Friday and have indicated they will be on
hand are those from Big Bend
again from 1to3:30 pm Saturday.
Community College,. s ·pokane
The finals will be from 1to3:30 pm
_
Sunday.
Community College, Walla Walla
Teams from colleges and univer- Community College, Wenatchee
sities in Washington, Oregon and Valley Community College, Fort
Idaho will take part with indivi- ·wright College, WSU, Blue Moundual riders among them who have tain Community College, Central
placed high in national judging. Oregon Community College, EastOne of the leaders on the ern Oregon State College., Linnco-sponsoring Central Rodeo Club Benton Community College, ·Linteam is an Ellensburg coed, Lyn- field College, Oregon College of
. ette Kayswer, who last week won Education, Oregon Institute of
top honors in breakaway roping at Technology, Oregon State U niveran important Idaho rodeo.
sity, Lewis-Clark State College,
Events for the cowgirls will College of Idaho and University of
include breakaway roping, barrel Idaho.
racmg and _goat-tying
The men will compete in both
bareback and saddlebronc riding,
bull riding, bulldogging, calf roping and team roping.
Rodeo stock used by the professional cowboys in this area will be
provided for the intercollegiate
meet.
Tickets for the May 7-9 rodeo
are $1.50 for students and $2.75 for

Roslyn
Presents

''Nash Band''
·corner of 3rd & Sampson

April 30th

~

962-2550

cover
We just had a .
full day of
'terrific' individual
Private Haircutting lessons.
This is justorie of the the terrific
looks we can give you. Stop by and,
see our own New looks!!
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1

Cats beata//-comers
in alumni meet
by NATE WORSWICK

ALL-COMMERS MEET--Central student, Paul Slichter, trecked to
gain second in the 800 meter race in Saturday's all-comer meet.

Saturday Central hosted its first ·
(and probably not last) varsity-vsalumni-and-who-ever-else-showsup meet.
It was a tooth and nail meet as
the 'Cats battled the wind, cold,
and two or three alums and a few
more all-comers. The final score
read, 'Cats 128, wind 18, everybody else 15.
Why, you might ask, does a
school of over 7,000 students have
to put on such a meet?
With a budget of only peanuts
over $6,000 and a schedule of
meets which began early in
January and .Will end in mid-May,
you might have a clue. "We are
broke," explained coach Spike
Arlt, "we have been leaving for
away meets at 6 in the morning,
making our own equipment and
scrounging every way we can. But
unless_ we can dig up some money
it will be awfully tough to make it
to our district meet," Arlt said. "I
guess this is what college athletics
are coming to."
Mitch Ringe, who last year had
the best discus throw in the NAIA,
joined four other Central athletes

and professional assistance, so May 10, so sign up before May 7 in
take advantage of the shop. It is . Nicholson 108, Monday-Friday, 2-5
The River Clean Up this year is located in the southwest corner of pm., or phone 963-1751.
scheduled for May 8. Transporta- the SUB in the ASC office.
tion will be offered, .and any
wishing to participate should meet INTRAMURALS
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
FENCING TOURNAMENT
in the Hertz Parking Lot by 9 am.
Free Samples
The Central Open Intramural
Be sure and help do your part for
Join us in a lavish evening of
Fencing
Tournament
for
men
and
ecology and get involved in the
French cooking and culture with
beauty and experiences that the women will be May 4 and 6 Professor Ilda-Marie Easterling
(Tuesday-Thursday) from 7 to 9
and experience a "taste" of the
the Ellensburg and Central com- pm. Warm-up is at 6:30 pm. Entry
French life style.
Requirements:
1.
previous
experimunities. Organizational meeting
Men~ ,
May 4 at 3:45 in the south cafeteria ence necessary; 2. own equipment
3.
equipment
furnished
if
possible;
of the SUB.
if necessary, but broken blades Salade Printanier - Spring Salad
must be replaced; 4. register at Navarin d agneau - Lamb Nevarin
Fromages - Cheese assortments
TENT 'N TUBE RENTAL SHOP Intramural Office in Nicholson,
Tarts aux fruits - Fruit Tarts
108, from 2-5 pm. Monday through
The Rental Shop will be offering Friday; 5. registration deadline
Entertainment
one-half off on weekend tent rental April 27; 6. $1 entry fee, payable
Authentic
French folk songs with
rates for April 30 and May l, so at registration.
·
Wendy Wankowski on the
plan yourself a trip and rent a tent
Prizes will be offered, first,
accordian
· second, and third. For further
in the Tent 'n Tube cheap!!
The Tent 'n Tube is closed on information, contact Dr. Putnam
Dinner will be served at approxweekends, so be sure and come in or Beth Toteff, 963-1911.
of Friday and make your rentals. . Attention all tennis players!!! imately 5:,30 pm in the Kamola
Hours are Monday through Fri- Intramural Tennis Tournament Hall manager's apartment on Sunday, May 2.
day, noon to 3 pm.
now being formed.
Play will be in the evenings from
You must pre-register in the
THE DABBLER CRAFT SHOP 5-7 pm., Monday through ThursBe sure and drop in the day. _There will be men's singles, Tent 'N Tube Rental Shop be"Dabbler" and dabble around in women's singles and mixed double tween 12 and 3 pm (weekdays). To
arts and crafts in your spare time. teams: It will be a double-elimina- help defray costs~ a donation of
The Dabbler offers some materials· tion tourney, and will begin on $1.25 per person will be asked.
YAKIMA RIVER CLEAN UP
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as having qualified for nationals.
Ringe threw 168'3" to nose out
Mike Daniels who also had a good
throw of 163'5".
He also joins eleven other .
athletes on the team who have met
the qualifing standard either this
year or in years past.
· Don Hartman was the meet's
only double winner. Usually a
quarter miler, Hartman forsook
his event in favor of the 100 and
200 meter dashes. He took the 100
in a very respectable 11.0 and the
200 in 23.5.
Nationally ranked hammer
thrower Henry Midles won the
meet's most competitive evel)t. He

threw the 16-pound ball 157'1" to
beat John Gruver's 149' 7" and
Rich Wells' 147'4".
Other good performances came
from Bill Lampe (47' 1 1/4" triple
jump); and school record holder
(6'9"), national placer, Dave Heglund, who managed 6'4" to cop the
high jump.
This week the spikers go back to
real meets as they travel to
Oregon College of Education for
the annual grudge meet. Last
year, the 'Cats stomped OCE in
Ellensburg and ran into a rash of
disqualifications and general bad
manners a week later at the
conference meet hosted by OCE.

Women~s track team

edges PLU by one
by VICKI SIMPSON
In the SPC Invitational, SPC
- - - -------QJ!>ihe meet with 173 points
Central's women's track team-- while Central had.97, Eastern 57,
defeated PLU 64-63 and took -V-aBCQ!!!er Olympic Club 42, uW
second place in the SPC Invitation33, UPS~, Boise Stat" 20, Falcon
al last week.
Track Club 18, Seattle University
The 'Cats' results against PLU 14, Portland State 8 and Simon
were Pam Riggs first in the Fraser 8.
100-yard dash with a time of 11.0,
The 'Cats' results in the
which qualified her for nationals in meet were: Riggs first in the
that event. Bobby Catron took lOO:Y-ard dash and in the 220-yard
first place in the shot put and third run with respective times of 11.5
in the discus with respective and 25.3, Kilpatrick second and
throws of 33'7 14" and 104'. Makin fifth in the 100-yard hurdles
Melanie Kiehn placed first in the with times of 5.6 and 18.0, respectlong jump with a jump of 17' 3 3/4" ively.
and Leanne Makin placed third
Lauie Piplin placed fifth in the
with a 16' 6 1/2" jump. Betty 440 low hurdles with a time of 77.9
Hedman placed third in the javelin and Gail Schneider placed sixth in
with a throw of 85'8" and Joanne the high jump with a 4'8" jump.
Jordon placed third in the high Mary Petree placed third in the
jump with a 4'8" jump.
discus and Catron placed sixth
Amelia Redhorn placed first in
with respective throws of 133'6"
the two mile and second in the mile
and 108'10".
with respective times of 11 :57.3
Cary Burrell placed second in
the javelin with a throw of 133'4"
and 5:36.2. Nancy Ehle placed
third in the 880-yard run with a
and Hedman placed fifth with a
throw . of 92'10". Kiehn placed
time of 2:28.0 and Jan Miller
third, Makin fourth and Kilpatrick
placed second in the 220-yard dash
with a 27.0 time.
fifth in the long jump with JUmps
Jordan placed first and Julie
of 17' 3 1/2'', 16'2 1/2" and 15'10
Davis second in the 440-yard dash
1/2", respectively.
The 440 relay team placed
with tim~s of 60.9 and 62.3, respectively. Kathleen Kilpatrick placed
second with a 51.7 time and the
first, Makin second and Nancy
mile relay team placed third with a
4:03.4 time. Watchie placed second
Watchie third in the 100-meter
hurdles with respective times of
in the pentathlon with 2,791 points
and consisted of 18.4 in the 100
15.5, 17 .0 and 17 .8. Watchie placed
first and Makin third in the
meter hurdles, 4'10" in the high
400-meter hurdles with times of
jump, 29.0 in the 220-yard dash
71.0 and 72.4, respectively.
and the shot put and long jump.
The t~am is hosting the NorthThe 440 relay team of Kiehn,
em/Eastern · District tomorrow
Davis, Jordan and Riggs placed
and Saturday with competition
first with a 50.0 time, which is a
new school record, and the mile
starting at 11 :30 am tomorrow and
relay team of Jordan, Davis, Sue
9:30_am on Saturday for the finals.
.- "It is going to be a good meet
Nevins and Riggs placed first with
a time of 4:07.9.
with strong competition coming
"It was a really good meet
from Flathead Valley and Montana
State," said Boyungs. "Both of
against PLU," said Jan Boyungs,
head coach.
these teams are very strong."
THIRTEEN

Tennis team~s streak no'W eleven
by VICKI SIMPSON

Hamilton and Ishikawa defeated
Chris Yost and Karen Partlow 6-4,

6-4; Andreotti and Pitman defeated Dahl and Ishikawa; and, K.
Hamilton defeated Ray and Barb
Auer, 6-4, 6-2.
Against Montana State, K.
Hamilton lost to Susan Culbertson
3-6, 6-3, 1-6; Andreotti beat Lorraine Yapuncich 6-0, 7-5; Panattoni
defeated Kris Roney 6-3, 6-4; J.
Hamilton beat Jane Howe 4-6, 6-1,
6-4; Ishikawa beat Lucy H~ada
pahl 6-2, 6-2; and, Paterson defeated Kathleen Yapuchcih 6-0, 6-4.
K. Hamilton was defeated by
Jana ·Sparks 6-2, 3-6, 4-6 in the
match against U of Montana;
Andreotti defeated Colleen
McNamara 6-3, 6-3; Pariattoni
defeated Carol O'Loughlin 6-4, 6-2;
J. Hamilton defeated Peggy Peach
6-2, 6-7, 6-2; Ishikawa defeated
Kris Olson 6-1, 6-1; and, Paterson
beat Ann Groetten 6-2, 5-7, 6-2.
In doubles, Panattoni and J.
Hamilton lost to Sparks and
McNamara 3-6, 1-6; Andreotti and
Pitman defeated O'Loughline and ·
Peach 6-3, 6-1;. and, K. Hamilton
and Ishikawa defeated Olson and
Groetten 7-5, 6-3.
Against WSU, K .. Hamilton lost

6-1.

Led by the playing of Mary
Andreotti, Lynn Ishikawa, Celeste
Pitman and Kari Hamilton, the
women's tennis team at Central
remains u~defeated for the season
with a 11-0 win-loss record.
Central defeated WSU 6-3,
Whitworth 7-2, Eastern 8-1, Montana State University 5-1, University of Montana 7-2 and WSU 6-3
last week.
Karie Hamilton lost to Jo Montgomery 4-6, 4-6 in the first match
against WSU; Andreotti defeated
Ann Sugars 6-4, 7-6; Rhonda
Panattoni defeated Michelle Chauner 6-2, 6-2; Jamie Hamilton lost to
Ann Parry 6-1, 3-6, 1-6; Ishikawa
defeated Debbie Panattoni 3-6, 6-2,
6-4; and, Karen Paterson defeated
Jane Sherwood 6-2, 6-2.
. In doubles J. Hamilton and
Panattoni lost to Sugars and
Chauner 6-7, 6-2, 3-6; Andreotti
and Pitman defeated Montgomery
and Panattoni 7-5, 7-5; and, K.

Against Whitworth, K. Hamilton lost to Julie Nerans 6-7, 0-6;
Andreotti defeated Colleen Berry
6-2, 6-4; Panattoni· beat Suzie
Lieber 6-1, 6-2; J. Hamilton beat
Mary Dowse 4-6, 6-4, 6-0; Ishikawa
beat Barb Condit 6-1, 6-3; and,
Karen Paterson beat Beth Hillis
6-1, 6-2.
.
Panattoni and J. Hamilton lost
to Nerans and Berry 3-6, 3-6;
Andreotti and Pitman defeated
Lie}ler and Dowse {j-2, 6-2; and, K.
Hamilton and Ishikawa defeated
Condit and Karen Lyle 6-1, 6-2.
In the match against Easter, K.
Hamilton defeated Karen Dahl 3-6,
6-4, 6-3; Andreotti defeated Kim
Clark ·6-0, 6-0; Panattoni lost to
Elaine Dickson 7-5, 4-6, 2-6; J.
Hamilton defeated Marlaine Dickson 7-5, 4-6, 2-6; J. Hamilton
defeated Marlaine Dickson 4-6, 6-4,
6-4; Ishikawa beat Debbie Ray 6-2,
6-2; and, Paterson defeated Deno
Dean 6-2, 6-1.
J. Hamilton and Panattoni defeated Dickson and Dickson 6-0,

-
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to Montgomery 6-3, 6-7, 1-6; Andreotti beat Sugars 6-3, 6-4; Panattoni beat Chauner 6-0, 7-6; J.
Hamilton beat Parry 3-6, 6-2, 6-1;
Ishikawa defeated Panattoni 6-3,
6-3; and, Paterson lost to Yost 6-0,
2-6, 0-6.
Panattoni and J. Hamilton lost
to Sugars_ and ~ontgomery 3-6, .

4-6; Andreotti and Pitman defeated Panattoni and Yost 6-3, 5-7, 6-4;
and, Ishikawa and K. Hamilton
defeated Sherwood and Partlow
6-3, 5-7, 7-6.
The team will -be playing at
home today against Western at 3
pqi and on Monday against PLU in
Tacoma at 2:30 pm.

SweeQ lost three

'Cats' take title
by DOUG HEIMBIGNER
The Central Wildcats clinched
the Northern Division EvCo baseball title as they swept a threegame series from the Eastern
Eagles this past weekend. In the
Friday open~r the Wildcats blasted Eastern 9-2. Saturday's action
saw Central take both ends of the
doubleheader, shutting out the
Eagles 3-0 in the first game and
coming back for a_;l-1 victory in the
final contest.
Led by Mark Kramer's batting
heroics and a · strong pitching
effort by Mike Crandell, Central
held a wide lead throughout and
coasted to a 9-2 win. Eastern
scored first with a single run in the
second-inning, but the· 'Cats came
back in the top of the third,
. putting three runs across . the
plate. Kramer knocked in a pair of
runs with a home run to rightcenter.
"""
Central exploded
for four runs
in the seventh frame to put the
. game away, as Randy Loren
rapped out a single to account for
two of the runs. ' The Wildcats
came up with a final scpre in the
ninth to produce a 9-2 win.
Kramer tallied four hits for the
game including the homer in the
third. The win game pitcher Mike
Crandell turned a . record of four
wins against a single loss.
In the opening game of Saturday's doubleheader against · the
Eagles, Central produced three

runs in the fourth which held, as
Eastern was unable to score. Kramer again had the-key hit as -his
single in the fourth brought in two ·
runs to give the 'Cats the lead. He
eventually scored that inning and
Central had a 3-0 lead that proved
to be the margin of victory.
Stan Renecker led Central hitters with two hits. Todd Wyckoff
struck out 11 in the shut-out win.
Central was able to break a 1-1
tie in the tyvelfth inning and
capture the third game of the
series. The Wildcats scored first
on consecutive singles by Norm
Conaway, Rick Mitchell and Joe
Hornstein, in the fourth inning.
Eastern came up with a lone run in
the sixth to tie the Wildcats. The
contest continued until the twelfth
when Gred McDonald connected
for -· a base-loaded double - with
two outs to give Central a 4-1 lead.
Eastern was not able to score as
Central held on for the victory. ·
Conaway rapped out three hits
and Mitchell had two hits to lead
the Central batters. Jim Page
went the full twelve innings for
the Wildcats and collected the win . .
The three game sweep gives .
Central a 7-2 league record and the
Northern Division title.
On Tue.sday the Wildcats extended their w~nning streak with a
sweep of a double header · over ·
Pacific Lutheran. University. Central defeated the Lutes 4-1 and 5-4
for both victories of the twin bill.

.._Olympia Brewing Company, Olymp ia, Washington

n a world buffered by change , consider. ~----~B!j~~
·the unchanging church key.
..11
.
· On a fateful day in
October, 1919, Mac C.
· Rosenfeld received Patent
# 1.200:321 for it. A gleaming
· symphony <)f spring steel, the
church key was used by three
generations of t~irsty collegiate
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top
was its utility questioned, although the
discriminating 0ly drinker will .always
keep one on hand for tav-Stubbies and
Oldtime bottles.
1
The design ~l the church key hasn't
changed because it was made with skill.
ingenui~y and simpliCity. A great heer
doesn 't change for r~my of the same
reasl'lns. If it 's done right going in, you 'll
ha,·e an unchanging standard of quality.
Some things newr change . Olympia
ne\·er \\'ill.

I

@Ik~~~
&-er Jot."Sn't ~l.'t any hl.'ttl.'r.
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ANALYSIS:

Second in nation, 'Cats still best
by ANDY KISSLING

EAGLE PLUCKER--Wildcat Dennis Roberts returns a serve in his
match against EWSC. He was the only singles player to defeat his .
Eagle opponent.

Record 5-1

/

Tenriis·tedm wi'ns t.wo
J,

Central's tennis teams continued their winning streaks this past
week as the men's squad impr.oved
their record to 5-1 and the women
swept a pair of mafches this past
Saturday.
Last Saturday the women crushed Montana 7-2 and later took
· Washington State 6-3.
The men lost 7-2 at the hands of
_Eastern Saturday. In that match
Dennis Roberts gained the · only
singles victory with a 7-6, 6-7, 6-4
defeat of Wally Heidenson. Jerry
Mahan and Tim Forsyth combined
·ror the only other Wildcat victory,
winning in doubles 6-1, 7-6 over .
Don Johnson and George Shibazaki.
On Monday, the men tallied a 6-3
win against visiting Highline Community College at Nicholson Pavilion courts .
.- Roberts, Al Crow, Mahan and
Forsyth each had singles victory.
·Roberts along with Dick Bankhead
captured a doubles win, as did the
team of Ted Hollar and Crow.

On May 4 Central will host
Yakima Valley College and on
May 7 and 8 the Wildcats will
travel to Cheney for the EvCo
Tourney.'

Thus far in the 197!)-76 Central
Washington State College sports
scene, the Wildcat swimmers have
posted the best finish in national
competition.
Coach Bob Gregson's tankers
swam to a second place finish in
the NAIA Championships. A total
of 450 swimmers from 50 teams
entered the competition.
· For the fourth year in a row,
Simon Fraser won the Championship, racking up an amazing 412
points. Central finished wit4 201,
Drury College ended up in third
place with 195.
_
Pacific Lutheran finished fifth
with 166 points. Another Northwest team, Southern Oregon, finished in the top ten, ninth with 79
points.
"This year's team," Gregson
said, "set 11 new school records
out of the 15 events we were
entered in."
Fifteen swimmers represented
Central in the Nationals. They
were: Greg Wood, Dave Cotton,
Craig' Brown and Joe W~ite,
seniors; Ed Walstead, Jerry White
and Bill Miller, juniors; Jim Orr,
Craig· Weishaar, Eric Tracy and
Chuck White, sophomores. Central's freshmen who made the
journey were Russell Furgeson,
Mike Walstead, Bill Baley and Carl
Neuenfeldt.
Central's large number of freshmen, sophomores and juniors~ is
certainly exciting for Coach Gregson' s -outlook on Central's next
swimming season.
"We lose to graduation only 19
points out of our 201 points that
we received at the Nationals. We
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NeW Arrivals
inclride the
gauze, &
deni1ns & ·p rew ashed deni1n

The Fabric Shop
407 N. Pearl

Gemini Shirt & Gift Shop
New arrival! !

See 'Midnight Man'

1 '

Incense and Hash Oil Pipes
also
PAPERS, BONGS, CLIPS,
CUSTOM T-SHIRT LETTERING
'HIGH TIMES'
925-3005

Monday 8·00 pm

Draw Doubles

a

····························•··········•·····•··••····•··••····••

GEMINI IN THE PLAZA

Fo·o sBall Tourney

1 .50 Entry

have many fine swimmers coming years in a row and. has finished no
back."
less than third in national competiAlthough a strong team is tion.
"Joe and Craig-are responsible
expected for next year, Coach
Gregson is sad about the loss of 1his for our success," Gregson stated."
four seniors, Wood, Cotton, Bro'wn "We really started to move four
years ago when those two came to
and White.
Central."
Gregson pointed out that two of
With returnees to the pool next
his swimmers were overall team year like Walstead, whom Gregson
leaders. Brown, 'Cat two year said is the "best all-around swimAll-American senior from Glen- . mer on our team, scoring nationaldora, California, swam the 500 ly in eight events over the past ·
meter freestyle, 1000 meter free- three years," and Craig Weisaar
style and the 1650 meter freestyle. whom Gregson says is "outstandThe other graduating swimmer ing nationally," Central should
is White. White has been · an remain high in the ranks as
All-American for Central four NAIA p_owerhouse in the pool.
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... The Professor

... The Hippie

... The Senator

... The Sheriff
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WHO DONE IT???
Starring

Burt Lancaster
Tues day, May 4th

7&9pm

50'

.... bytheASC
FIFTEEN

.

'

Hear for Yourselves

-John Dean
·Wednesday May 5th.
8 pm Nicholson Pavilion
Mr , Dean will be speakin·g on

e Watergate
•Watergate's implication on the
National ~lection
e his nevvly released book
..

John Dean
Watergate Con-spirator

i ..
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•••••••from the ASC

We're gonna do it!!

ROBIN TROWER
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Wednesday, May 12th

//~ ~ 8: 00
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Nicholson Pavilion -

TICKETS

4so -

1n advance

5 50
7
\
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SIXTEEN

~

with ASC card
general admission

Tickets on sale
at the SUB
Info Booth and at Stereocraft
.
.
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yours, from -the ASC & Albatross Pro~uctions
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